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~ATIONAL RECON,,!AISSANCE OFFICE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR March 11, 1981. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF, OFFICE OF TIlE VICE PRESIDENT 
(ADMIRAL DANIEL J. MURPHY, USN RET.) 

SUBJECT: National Recon~aissance P~~gram's Planned Use 
of the Space' ~huttle 

Per your request., the attached s~ry of the National Reconnaissance 
Ptogram's planned use of and dependence on the NASA Space Shuttle is 
forwarded for Vice President Bush's review prio~ to his trip to 
Cape Canaveral. 

If I-or my Staff'..can be of fu+"ther assistance to you or Vice Presidenf 
Bush, please do-not hesitate to call. 

1 Attachment 
Summary of NRP Utilization 
of the Shuttle 

I--____ ~GON/GAMBIT,"-----------" 
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For the past few years, the National Reconnaissance Office "has been: 

- Transitioning reconnaissance satellites to the Shuttle. 

- In ~ost cases, plann1ng the transition to the Shuttle to co~nc1Qe 
with incorporating major required changes to the satellite systems. 

- With some exceptions, we nave maintained a backup expendable launcn 
vehicle capability by: 

-- Maintaining spacecraft designs cOIilpati~le with the Shuttle and 
expendable boosters. 

Ins~ing booster procurements to support required launch dates. 

Ma.1:ntaining launch facilities at both the East and West Coast. 

As the Shuttle has slipped, we have been forced to decide on a case-by
case basis whether or not to maintain a backup capabilitr. At the present 
time, except for I } no irreversible commitments 
have been made to the Shuttle. However, decisions will be required this summer 
if irreversible commitments are not to be made fo~ I 
~~ ________________ ~I~W=e~h=a~v~e~s=e~v=e~ral==~more months before we reach this position 

on I I 

The NRO is currently awaiting the outcome of the Shuttle's First Manned 
Orbiter Flight (FMOF) next month. The results of this flight will be a s~gnificant 
factor in a planned reassessment of the total commitment to the Shuttle. This 
will include revisiting the present plan to phase out all expendable launch 
vehicles and launch capability by 1985. 

Attached to this summary is a more detailed NRP Shuttle Utilization Plan. 

raEXAGON/GAMBITi 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM 
UTILIZATION OF THE SijUTTLE 

The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) is a separate DOD agency 
with responsibility for developing, building and operating all United 
States satelli,te reconnaissance systems. There are currently 

~------------~ 

intelligence collection sys~ems. Currently, prior to the Space Shuttle, 
these systems are launched' into orbit on expendable launch vehicles (ELVs). 
The expendable boosters used todav are Drimarily variations of the TITAN 
booster vehicle (see, Figure 1). I Ithe current satellite sfstems

l 
will be phased out between now and the end of 1985; the remaining 
I )ew systems, will be launched by the Space Shuttle. This transition 

(will occur commencing in the summer of 1983 and will be.complete by the 
time the expepdable launch capability will be phased out, under current 
planning, by the enCi of 1985. 

From the inception of the Space Shuttle progr-am in 1971 through early 
1978, the NRP had 'been structured to transition to the Shuttle on a very 
conservative basis. This pre-1978 policy cou~d simply be stated as follows: 
"The NRO will not commit any reconnaissance satellite program to final' 
design and manufacturing which ~s dependent on a Space Shuttle capability 
until said capability has been demonstrated on orbit." This conservative 
policy had dictated that most NRP programs would transition to the Shuttle 
in the 1984-1985 time frame and that even then, in many cases, would not 
be fully optimized to take advantage of the unique Shuttle capabilities. 
Due to many criticisms from both Congress and from within the Administration, 
this conservative policy was revised. Thi~ revised policy permitted the 
satellite designers to take full advantage of additional volume and payload 
weight capabilities offered by the Space Shuttle when compared to the 
expendable launch vehicles currentl used. The new olic ut into effect 
in mid-1978 resulted in ':::-:---C-:--=---~~----=-----~~~~----=-~--------------1--~ 
being optimized to the Shuttle with planned first launc 

"----__________ ~--"I At that time, the Shuttle's Initial Ope:..r ... a ...... .....--". ...... ~~..-.I 
was programmed for August 1980 providing three to three and one-half years 
of scheduled margin, which at the time seemed more than adequate. Since 
that time, two events have occurred which have significantly reduced the 
margi_n and raised our concern. First, the Shuttle IOC has slipped from 
August 1980 to September 1982 and secondly, the Con ress and the Administra-
tion agreed to accelerate the planned launch of due to the Iran 
problem, from onsequently, what 
was initially ree-year marg~n reduced to approximately 
nine months. 
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Currently, all reconnaissance satellite programs will be dependent 
on the Shuttle, to varying degrees, by at the latest 1985 when the current 
expendable la~nch capability is planned to be phased out. Over the last 
several months there has been considerable discussion and recommendations 
to the effect that critical Department of Defense and NRP missions should 
not be totally dependent on the Space Shuttle as a means of achieving 
orbit. It is our understanding, and we certainly support, a reassessment 
of the total commitment to the Space Shuttle depending to some extent, 
on the success of the initi~ Shuttle flight currently scheduled for next 
month. While we do not feel that the succeSs of the first Shuttle flight 

, will alleviate all of the concerns pertaining to this issue, it will of 
course be a major factor in the deliberations. 

Tbe first DOD operational satellite flight on the Shuttle will be 
Ifrom Kennedy Space Cente unch 

~=-~~----~~F=-r-c~e Base VAFB will be the Also 
loS e argest 

con temp ate or retr1.ev ,an are dependent on 
Shuttle retrieval and s?tellite ain operational 
capability. Other uses of the Shuttle planned by the NRO includes checkout 
on orbit, development of satellite structures packaging to take full advantage 
of Shuttle 'payload-hay volume, and use of astronaut extravehicular activity 
to assist in sat~liite deployment. 

The following is a brief description of each NRO satellite system 
and planned utilization of the Shuttle. 

II. SATELLITE PROGRAMS 

A. IMAGING SYSTEMS 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) 
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HEXAGON 

This satellite is a low-earth orbit, medium resolution (2-4 feet) 
broad-area-search film imaging system. The HEXAGON spacecraft is in the 
25,000 pound class and is launched from Vandenberg .AFB into a near-pol~r 
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orbit by a TITAN IIID. The syste~, operational since 1971, will continue 
to be the national broad-area-search system until the program is replaced 
by the/ / There are now no HEXAGON sa tell.i tes 
on orbit. The HEXAGON system will phase out in 1985; no transition to 
the 'Shuttle is planned. 

GAMBIT 

This satellite ~s a low-earth orbit film imaging system capable of 
being flown for collection ~f high resolution/ ~urveillance 
photography or in a higher. orbit it can image broad areas at medium resol~tion 
(3-4 feet). The GAMBIT sp'acecraft is in the 10,000, pound class and is 
lau~ched from Vandenberg AFB into a near-polar orbit by a TITAN IIIB. 
GA}ffiIT has been operational since 1966, andl=~utilized in a launch-
on-demand capability to back up HEXAGON and A GAMBIT satellite 
launched 28 February 1981 is now on orbit. e T program will phase 
out in 1985 and will ~ot tran~ition to the Shuttle. " 

B. SIGNALS IN~ELLIGENCE SATELLITES 
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II. EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES 

The Exp~ndable Launch Vehicle TITAN-III, will launch the majority 
of NRO payloads until the advent of the Shuttle. The remaining prime 
launcpes are shown in Figure 2. 

In addition to the remaining prime launches, the NRO has planned 
,-~~~~~~ __ ~~~~~~~~~~I~TAN-34D ELVs to provide backup for 
~------:---::-C-~~--=-----"'~~---c-7...-..c...----..--=-::-~~.------r_--,----T=h=e~NRO has commi t ted the I I 

S launch as previously mentioned. 
irwl:n;n'''al'I1lS1m armed for launch in 1985 

~~~--~~~~~ will become committed to Shuttle launch by the middle of this year. The 
TITAN booster procurement lead ti~e is four years from go-ahead. Thus, 

l 

if these two programs are to be backed up, action must be taken to procure 
boosters and assure spacecraft dual compatibility by June-July 1981. 
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NRO EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES 
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